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Tufbak brand masking paper is a tough, latex impregnated paper with a creped paper liner, protect-
ing an   aggressive adhesive. It is intended for painting signs and decorating vehicles. Also used as a
stencil by display shops for graphics on plastic signs. Ideal for those jobs where a small amount of
Premask is needed.

ADHESIVE-BACK PAPER

Paint and Remove

.

Layout and Cut Stick down and Strip

MASKING - POUNCING - SIGN TOOLS

Suction Cups
Metal Hook .53 ea.

Thumb Tack  .31 ea.

190721

48” x 25 yd. Roll - 371.00

1 3/4” diameter
clear plastic
with a metal
hook or a
thumb tack.

Ideal for ad-
hering signs
to windows.

Quantity
discounts
for each:

1-99 - net
100 - less 10%
1000 - less 15%

MACmark
®

Specialty grey transparent vinyl film designed for
paint mask applications. The adhesive is ultra
removable and the product is designed for easy
cutting on all brands of plotters. Product removes
cleanly from most substrates.

Paint Mask (Stencil Mask) - white or yellow

A specially formulated PVC facestock with removable adhesive.
Used for stencilling on flat or curved surfaces. Excellent for
removable vinyl letters. Available in white or yellow

Paint Mask - Grey

1/4”

5/16”

7/16”

Pounce Wheels       -  10.95 ea.
-Used for perforating paper to transfer a pattern.
-Sharp pointed spurs for popping vinyl bubbles.
-Can be locked for straight line work or loose to allow for circles or curved designs

24 teeth per inch

18 teeth per inch

14 teeth per inch

Mahl Stick - 22.75 ea. A neccessity if painting fine details is
important to your work. This 30”inch
mahl stick is used to keep a steady
hand at close proximity to your project.
It includes 3 ten inch sections that screw
into each other, perfect for tight storage
or travel. Rubber tip is used to protect
artwork. 

WIDTH 1-9 YDS 10 YDS 55 YDS

24” 4.35 4.00 3.67

30” 5.50 5.00 4.38

48” 7.65 7.00

60” ---- ---- 8.29 456.00
6.71 369.00

201.85

241.00

General Formulations - white or YELLOW PAINT MASK

(Roll)

Price per yard

WIDTH

24”

1 to 9 YDS.

4.60 per yd.

10 YDS.

4.15 per yd.

50 YDS. (ROLL)

3.69yd. 184.50
48” 8.75 per yd. 8.10 per yd. 7.30yd. 365.00

small

medium

large



ART SUPPLIES
Quartet® Magnetic Dry-
Erase Board 48” x 72”
Aluminum frame, painted steel whiteboard.
Steel surface allows the use of magnets and
accessories. Factory installed mounting
hardware and removable marker tray.

78

        

23340 48”x72” 349.00

Each - 2.10 Dozen - 22.95

5

The best pencil for laying out on glass or plastic signs. Makes a thin line, easily removed.
Available in black, white, blue, red, graphite.

Perfect for marking on glass, plastic, film, paper, metal, rubber or
any smooth surface. Paper wrapped with pull string.
Non-toxic. 12 per box.
Available in black or white.

Dixon Phano China Marker Each - 1.35 Dozen - 13.15

Write on all surfaces . . Paper .. Photographics .. Photostats .. Mylar .. Cellophane
• Porcelain • Vellon • Glass • Film • Plastic.

                                                                                                                                   

For accurate control in sorting, probing, and precision
work. Needle sharp - Light tension.
Curved point surgical steel. 6 inches -  6.75 ea.

Curved Point Tweezers - 6” Sharp Point Tweezers - 4 3/4”

-  5.95 ea.

For accurate control in sorting, probing, and precision
work. Needle sharp - Light tension. Surgical Steel.

 Product No.    Roll Size  1 to 9 yds.   10 to 49 yds.        Roll Price 

   5 Mil Black Chalkboard Vinyl

For use with soft chalks, & fluorescent liquid markers.
Transforms most smooth surfaces into a removable Chalkboard.
Printable with white UV curable inks.
High performance revovable adhesive with exceptional bond.
Removes cleanly from most surfaces.
Compliant with CPSIA 2008, RoHS and REACH

GF 290

Summary: GF 290 ChalkMark™ vinyl is a 5.0 mil matte black embossed chalkboard vinyl with a clear high-
tack removable adhesive on a 90# liner. The 5.0 mil ChalkMark vinyl is designed for use with soft chalks and 
liquid chalk markers, and has a washable surface. The HTR adhesive works great on smooth painted drywall, 
plastic a-frame signs, metals and glass. ChalkMark™ is commonly used to produce decorative wall graphics 
covering large areas for menu boards or murals. GF 290 ChalkMark can also be used to create promotion 
graphics, plasticade signs, point-of-purchase graphics and craft cut shapes and decals.

 Product No.    Roll Size  1 to 9 yds.   10 to 25 yds.        Roll Price 

 290-24        24”x150 ft.   8.00 yd.       7.35 yd.            320.00  (6.40 yd) 

   290-4875      48”x75 ft.  17.00 yd.     15.50 yd.           346.00  (13.84 yd) 
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The answer to temporary application of signs on POP displays. Tapes have an
adhesive backing and are easily adhered to corrugated plastic, acrylic, styrene
and other smooth surfaces.

•
- Woven nylon base with 8 mil

nylon monofilament hooks.
330 hooks per square inch.

- Woven nylon base with nylon
napped loops.

Hook Tape:

• Loop Tape:

25 YARD ROLL
Hook Hook

orPRICES and
Loop Loop

5/8” Velcro White or Black 17.50 

3/4” Velcro White or Black 19.90
1” Velcro White or Black 26.80 

5/8” 3/4” 1”

(Hook) (Loop) (Loop)

MAGNETIC SHEETING
Magnetic sheeting is great for automotive, truck signs, bulletin and
game boards. The sheeting cuts easily with a knife, scissors or dies.

Advertise your company on a sign that can be
permanent or easily removed from your vehicle.
FOR BUSINESS:
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Just peel and stick to any 

regular 2”x 3.5” business card

M
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VELCRO BRAND HOOK AND LOOP FASTENING TAPES
®



G

VELCRO BRAND COINS - HOOK AND LOOP -  SELF STICK
ROLL OF 1200 COINS - 3/4” WHITE ONLY- HOOK OR LOOP ONLY - 49.80 ea. 
ROLL OF 1200 COINS - 3/4” WHITE ONLY - HOOK AND LOOP    -       99.60 pair  

Now Available! Magnetic Rolls in extra wide 48” width
.030 MatteWhite -  48”x 30 ft. long - (rolls only) - 275.00   
.020 Matte White - 48”x 30 ft. long - (rolls only) - 210.00 

click here for a detailed sheet on clean and care guidelines

Thickness
.030
.030
.030
.030
.020
.020
.020
.020
.015
.015
.015

Type
Matte White
Gloss White
P/S Adhesive
Magnet only
Matte White
Gloss White
P/S Adhesive
Magnet only
Matte White
Gloss White
P/S Adhesive

Rolls - 24”x50 ft.
172.00
172.00
172.00
142.00
142.00
142.00
142.00

127.00
127.00
127.00

Cut Pieces
3.70 per lin. foot
3.70       
3.70
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
2.55
2.95
2.95
2.95
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24” WIDE MAGNETIC VINYL

New!!  High Energy Magnetic Sheeting  .030ga.
Stronger holding power than normal   40 mil magnets.
Gloss White  -    Both sides magnetic  -    24” width
Prices: Roll 24”x45ft.-202.00    Cut pieces 24”wide - 5.45 lineal ft.
                   click here for more info and specs.

100321

105.00

29.00
56.00
29.00

Magnetic Vinyl Tape - Standard Brand .060 with 
pressure sensitive adhesivesize 3/4” x 100 ft. - 31.00 roll

35.00 

39.80 

53.60 
less 10% for

4 or more rolls

Magnetic Vinyl Tape .060
w/3M #9448 PSA adhesive back

1/2” x 100 ft. roll

1” x 100 ft. roll

1/2” x 100 ft. roll w/grooves - (type A)

25.00 per
pkg. 100

see printing specs  

http://www.graphiccommerce.com/magnetic%20sheet%20care.pdf
http://www.graphiccommerce.com/KMP%20High-Energy30%20Magnetic%20Sheeting%20General%20Info%20Sheet.pdf
Alfred
Highlight

http://graphiccommerce.com/kmp%20magnetic%20vinyl%20-%20specs.pdf


GOLD LEAF - METAL LEAF

1 SHOT FAST DRY GOLD SIZE

1/2 Pint size #4008 - $28.30

Fast setting allows gilding to begin
in one hour. Use with quill, brush,
roller or spray.

PAINT ROLLERS

GOLD LEAF is sold by the book, and a book contains 25 leaves. The standard size for Gold Leaf is 3 3/8” x 3 3/8 ”. A book of
Gold Leaf will cover approximately 1 1/2 square feet; and 20 books will cover about 30 square feet (including some patchwork).

"GERMAN" GOLD LEAF 23 KARAT (LOOSE) Same high quality as Italian leaf. Ideal for both interior and exterior sign
and decorative application. Will not tarnish.
"GERMAN" GOLD LEAF 23 KARAT. (PATENT) Same as German Loose but supplied with individual tissue leaf for
exterior gilding in the wind. Will not tarnish.
COMPOSITION (DUTCH METAL) LEAF. is an imitation of gold, and is used for interior decorating only. It will tarnish
after a short period of service. The leaves are 5 1/2" x 5 1/2".
SILVER LEAF is purer than Sterling. It is a superior grade of Silver Leaf, to be used on glass work only, where it can be
properly backed up and protected from the air. If used for other than glass, it will tarnish in a short time.
ALUMINUM LEAF is used wherever the colour of silver is desired, and is generally never used on glass. 5 1/2"x 5 1/2"

BOOK(25 leaves) PACK (20 Books

    79.00 1325.00

    82.00 1355.00

      5.80 108.00

   
  

     
“DUX” Gold Size. Quick Drying, ready-to-
gild in 1 to 3 hrs. Great for rush jobs. Drying
action may be slowed by adding oil. Works well
with gold or aluminum leaf. Colour may be
added. Pint size - 32.75

FOAM ROLLER SLEEVES
“Signwriters favourite” for coating out signs.
Leaves a smooth finish with no lint.
Disposable - Economical

3”     Foam Sleeve (#FM3303)            .89 ea. 
3”     Foam Sleeve with handle          2.45 ea. 
7 1/2” Foam Sleeve (#FM 19003)       1.55 ea. 
9 1/2” Foam Sleeve (#FM 24003)       1.95 ea.

MOHAIR BLEND SLEEVES - Our best quality short pile sleeves
made of the best quality mohair blend for maximum paint pickup and
even paint release. Rugged resusable phenolic cores resist chemicals
and solvents. Fully combed and beveled pile for uniform finish.
Good for use with epoxy and toluenes. 3mm Pile.

3

WHITE LINT-FREE MINI ROLLERS
6mm (1/4”) pile for smooth surfaces. (#DO33L0)
Ideal for high gloss and semi-gloss paints.
Latex or oil paints. 1.25 ea.

CAGE HANDLES
3”  Cage Handle (#163003)       1.65 ea.
(for use with 3” foam and 3” Lint free)

7 1/2”  Cage Handle -(#167566)  1.95 ea.
9 1/2”  Cage Handle -(#169577)  2.65 ea.

Designed for water gilding glass with
loose leaf in reverse for Signage, Art,
Decoration and much more.
The hair is 100% pure brown squirrel.
The hair is wrapped with a copper ferrule.
brush width is 1 1/2” hair length out is 1 1/4”
Series RP-5 - 27.00 ea.

Gilders Tip
One popular size: 
3 1/2” X 2 1/4” length out.
Single thick  Squirrel Hair. 
The single thick tips are more
popular than the double thick, since
you can see through the single thick
hair and you are less likely          
to make an error. 
Series 1138 - 38.00 ea.

Mack Water Size Brush

GOLD LEAF SUPPLIES

July 21, 2016

“DUX” Water Based Size De-
signed for all INTERIOR leaf work. A
water based gilding adhesive (size)
where extended tack time is required.
Emission Safe. No fire hazard
Minimum Toxicity Quart - 39.00

10.45 174.00

26.45 441.00

3” Red Mohair Blend Sleeve                  #MH22  - .89 ea.
3” Red Mohair Blend Sleeve w/handle  #MH221 - 1.30ea.

7 1/2” Mohair Blend Sleeve #MH7514 - 2.50 ea.
9 1/2” Mohair Blend Sleeve #MH9514 - 3.15 ea.

“DUX” Oil Gold Size. Slow Drying
Usually ready for gilding in 10-12 hrs.
Hold tack for approx. 12 more hours. Ideal
for larger projects where extended time is
required. Pint size -32.75

Alfred
Typewritten Text
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